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Abstract:  Short fiber reinforced composite (SFRC) materials have a different fiber orientation 
distribution (FOD) at every point. The fatigue properties of SFRC are known to depend on the FOD. 
The Master SN curve (MSNC) method for predicting an SN curve for a given FOD based on the known 
SN curve for the reference FOD is used to predict the local SN curve of a SFRC component by relating 
the damage at the microscopic level to the macroscopic fatigue properties. A simplified version of 
MSNC method, which needs even less experimental input, uses an assumption of constant SN curve 
slope is also presented in this paper. The paper validates both variants of the MSNC method on three 
sets of experimental data on fatigue of short fiber composites and analyses their accuracy. It is 
demonstrated that the MSNC approach needs only one SN curve as input with no specific requirements 
to the fiber orientation of the test coupon. Test coupons could have either uniform fiber orientation in 
the thickness or a “skin core” orientation variation.  
Highlights: 
 A method for generating local SN curves for short fiber composites is presented 
 Method is based on combination of manufacturing studies, tests and micromechanics 
 Slope of SN curve is found to be independent of fiber orientation distribution(FOD) 
 Only one SN curve is needed as input with no restriction on FOD of reference coupon 
1. Introduction 
Injection molded short fiber reinforced composites (SFRC) hold great promise for use in several 
industrial applications. This is due to the ease of large scale manufacturing and reasonable specific 
properties. Despite all the promises held by SFRC, their use in industry today is rather limited. This can 
be ascribed to the reason that reliable simulation methods for functional performances such as durability 
                                                     
 
 
are not commonly available. Also the prevalent simulation methods are mostly test based and require a 
large amount of experimental data as input. Collecting experimental data is often seen as a bottleneck 
during fatigue simulation of composite materials. 
Fatigue behavior of injection molded composites depends on a number of factors like fiber orientation 
distribution (FOD), mean stress corrections etc. For a good summary of the different factors on which 
the fatigue behavior of SFRC can depend, the reader is referred to a recent review [1]. In this paper we 
focus entirely on the prediction of the dependence of the fatigue behavior on the fiber orientation 
distribution (FOD).  
Injection molding processes lead to different FOD at every point. The FOD can be determined at every 
point by both experimental techniques [1, 2] and simulation software [4]. However according to Horst  
et al. [5] correct calculation of the FOD is only a first step toward fatigue simulation of SFRC. It is 
important to understand the relation between the FOD and the fatigue properties. A number of 
experimental results [6–15] have confirmed the dependence of the fatigue and static behavior on the 
FOD of the tested specimen. However, the exact relation between the fatigue properties and FOD is 
unknown. 
For a component-level simulation, each point in the FE model has a known statistical distribution of 
length and orientation of fibers which is often predicted by using manufacturing simulation tools. Each 
point in the FE mesh can therefore be imagined as a different material whose static and fatigue properties 
need to be estimated [16]. For an RVE, one can calculate the effective static properties of the composite 
by a number of different methods, for example the Mori-Tanaka (MT) formulation [17]. However, 
unlike elasticity there are no well understood and universally accepted formulations to describe fatigue, 
thus there is an absence of an analytical method to predict the SN curve of a composite material. 
There have been some attempts to estimate the local SN curve of SFRC material. One popular approach 
is to normalize the fatigue strength based on the ultimate tensile strength (UTS). This approach is based 
on experiments that showed the proportionality of both properties [1,6,9,12,18,19]. However, there is 
no physical reasoning as to why the fatigue strengths must vary in the same manner as the tensile 
strength, there are experimental evidences which confirm that the failure mechanisms for damage 
propagation and final failure are different during tensile and fatigue loading [5,10,12]. Also the damage 
mechanisms of some glass fiber reinforced semi-crystalline polymers could depend on the strain rate 
[20,21]. It was recently shown that the UTS based scaling can lead to unreliable predictions [15].  
Other approaches include scaling the SN curve on the basis of the fatigue crack growth parameter [8,19, 
22],  this approach gives reasonable results. However this approach requires as input apart from one SN 
curve, a fatigue crack growth parameter. Meneghetti et al. [23] and Jegou et al.[24] proposed a method 
for SN curve prediction of SFRC based on the specific heat dissipation due to damage propagation. Both 
these approaches require rather extensive and difficult tests.  
In the absence of a reliable method for estimating the SN curve, the standard practice in fatigue 
simulation of SFRC is to make simplifying assumptions about the relation between the FOD and fatigue 
properties of SFRC. Several SN curves are experimentally derived and a test based interpolation [25] 
(or “reverse engineering” [26]) is usually employed to generate the SN curves at different points. Such 
methods depend on a number of tests on coupons with extreme FOD. Furthermore it is almost impossible 
to create test coupons with perfect extreme alignment therefore some extrapolation might be needed as 
well. Other approaches include use of empirical reduction factors for different factors like FOD, length, 
notch, mean stress etc. such an approach is often used for polymers [27]. A similar approach which 
requires an extremely large number of tests was tried by Guster et al.[13] and Mosenbacher et al.[28] 
for the simulation of SFRCs.  
Recently, the authors of this paper developed a “Master SN Curve approach”, in short MSNC [15]. This 
MSNC approach was used to predict the local SN curve of SFRC components by relating the damage at 
the microscopic level to the macroscopic fatigue properties. The input for the calculations was one SN 
curve of the test coupon, the elastic properties of the fiber and the matrix, and the stress-strain curve of 
the matrix. This methodology depends on manufacturing simulation and tests (hybrid approach) and 
also mechanics on different scales (multi-scale).   
In the present paper the MSNC algorithm is validated using three sets of published experimental data. 
It is shown that the scheme has little restriction on the FOD of the test coupon whose SN curve is to be 
used as input.  MSNC scheme is shown to work for coupons which have non-uniform distribution of 
FOD through the thickness as well as coupons with uniform FOD.  
The accuracy of the proposed method could depend on two input parameters, the FOD of the reference 
SN curve and the chosen number of cycles to failure. The dependence of the accuracy of the MSNC 
method on the two parameters is studied and recommendations are made for proper usage of the MSNC 
approach.  
Additionally, a new variant of the MSNC idea is proposed which is computationally cheaper and needs 
less input; it assumes a constant slope of S-N curve. The new assumptions are validated and the accuracy 
of the two variants of the MSNC algorithm are compared.  
The theory of the MSNC approach is recalled in section 2. Section 3 describes the numerical 
implementation and the details of the three sets of experimental data used for the validations. Section 4 
is devoted to the results and discussion while the conclusions are derived in section 5. 
2. Theory 
2.1 Master SN Curve approach 
A detailed description of the theory and assumptions behind the MSNC method has been presented in a 
previous paper [15], the key points of the MSNC approach are recalled here for sake of completeness.  
Like all composite materials, fatigue failure of SFRC generally occurs when cracks are developed to a 
sufficient extent enough to cause final failure. Under uniform cyclic loading, single fiber matrix debond 
cannot be sufficient to cause failure of SFRC. In the proposed MSNC approach the extent of damage is 
quantified as the loss of modulus in the applied loading direction. It is then assumed that for SFRC with 
different FOD and fiber length distribution (FLD) but same constituents (fiber and matrix), the extent 
of damage needed to propagate and cause final failure during uniform cyclic loading must be similar. In 
other words, it is assumed that the damage propagation (and subsequent loss of stiffness) during cyclic 
loading in SFRC is similar.   
It is known that RVE’s with different FOD and different FLD have a different stress to failure for a 
certain number of cycles. But the stiffness degradation curve is assumed to be similar. This is the key 
assumption of the MSNC. A thorough statistical treatment confirming that the loss of stiffness curves 
during cyclic loading are independent of the FOD have been presented in a separate paper [29]. 
A brief step by step description of the approach is provided below: 
1. The number of cycles, N1 and corresponding stress to failure, S1 information is extracted from 
the reference SN curve. 
2. The initial modulus of the reference coupon RVE, 𝐸0  is calculated using the MT formulation. 
3. Micromechanical modelling involving matrix non-linearity and /or fiber matrix debonding is 
performed and secant modulus, at E1 is calculated at load S1. 
The details of the micromechanical modelling are given in the section 2.2. 
4. Damage parameter, d is calculated based on the steps 2 and 3 using the formula: 
𝐸1 = 𝐸0(1 − 𝑑)                                  (1) 
Where, 𝐸1 is the Young’s modulus of the RVE in the axial direction after the first half cycle of load, 
while 𝐸0 is the initial Young’s modulus and 𝑑 is the value of the damage parameter. 
5. The initial Young’s modulus of the target RVE (RVE whose SN curve is to be determined) is 
calculated. 
6. Small stress increments are added, the modulus and subsequently the damage parameter is 
calculated at the end of every step. 
7. The stress, S2 at which the damage parameter for target RVE equals the damage parameter 
previously calculated for the reference RVE is the corresponding stress for the same number of 
cycles.  
The above described steps can be repeated for as many points as needed to generate data points in the 
SN curve.  
In this model, it is not needed to model the evolution of damage (defined as loss of secant modulus) for 
different cycles of loading. Only the first cycle of loading is modelled and the local SN curves are 
derived based on the calculated damage parameter and one input SN curve.  
 Figure 1 A step by step schematic representation of the MSNC algorithm 
 
2.2 Micromechanical modelling 
Effective stiffness of a random fiber composite and stress-strain state of the individual fibers under the 
first cycle loading is calculated using Mori-Tanaka mean field scheme for homogenization and 
calculation of strain concentration tensors [17, 30], applied to the full assembly of the fibers in the 
representative volume. The latter is randomly generated according to the FOD and FLD of the 
composite. Each fiber is represented by an ellipsoidal inclusion with its own aspect ratio, orientation 
and volume. We have demonstrated that this algorithm correctly calculates the homogenized elastic 
properties of the composite and that the stresses in fibers [31] and on the fiber-matrix interface [32] are 
calculated with an acceptable accuracy. We also have proven that for typical random fiber composites 
the degree of asymmetry of the stiffness tensor predicted with Mori-Tanaka method is limited and simple 
symmetrisation of the stiffness tensor provides an acceptable correction [33].  
Micromechanical damage modelling of SFRC is done at the constituent level, i.e., modelling the damage 
of the fibers and the matrix. It is known that there are two sources of damage in SFRC, namely, fiber 
matrix debonding and matrix damage. The length of fibers in SFRCs is often too short to result in fiber 
breakage.  
The Mori-Tanaka formulation can be used only for linear elastic constituents. To overcome this short 
coming, the concept of “reference material” is introduced. Matrix non-linearity is calculated based on 
the secant modulus approach [34]. In this approach the average strain in the matrix is derived by the MT 
formulation and the secant modulus of the matrix subject to a given strain is calculated on the basis of 
the stress-strain curve of the pure matrix. At the end of every load step, the matrix is replaced by the 
reference material.  The modulus of the reference material is the secant modulus of the matrix which 
has been calculated based on the stress strain curve of the pure matrix.  
Onset for fiber matrix debonding is calculated using Modified Coulomb’s criteria which accounts for 
both normal and tangential stresses at the interface. Mathematically the interface is said to be debonded 
if the following criterion is satisfied: 
𝜎𝑁 + 𝛽𝜏 ≥ 𝜎𝑦                                                                                                                     (2) 
Where, 𝜎𝑁  and 𝜏  are the normal and tangential stress component at the interface. 𝛽  is the shear 
contribution co-efficient. 𝛽 is an empirical quantity whose value is taken to be  0.5 [35]. 𝜎𝑦 is the yield 
strength of the matrix. A detailed description of the Modified Coulomb criteria and its application to 
ellipsoidal inclusions is presented in [35]. 
Fibers with debonded interface are treated by replacing the debonded fibers by an “Equivalent Bonded 
Inclusion” in short EqBI. The diagonal terms, 𝐶′𝑖𝑖 of the stiffness tensor of the EqBI are determined as 
a product of (i) the corresponding diagonal terms (Cii) of the stiffness tensor of the original inclusion 
and (ii) the ratio of the average stress in the inclusion with debonded interface < 𝜎𝑖𝑖
′ > to the average 
stress that would be built up in the inclusion, if it was perfectly bonded < 𝜎𝑖𝑖 >: 
𝐶′𝑖𝑖 =
<𝜎𝑖𝑖
′ >
<𝜎𝑖𝑖>
𝐶𝑖𝑖                          (3) 
where 𝐶′𝑖𝑖 , 𝐶𝑖𝑖  are the stiffness component of the EqBI and the original inclusion which relates the 
average stress σii in a composite to the applied strain 𝜀𝑖𝑖, 𝜎𝑖𝑖
′   and 𝜎𝑖𝑖  are  stresses in the inclusion with 
debonded and perfect interface respectively; < > indicates volume averaging. The input for such 
modelling is the yield stress of the matrix.  
Based on the region of the debonding, they have been classified into two groups: Type A for tip 
debonding and Type B for debonding elsewhere. For loading in the axial direction of the fiber direction 
and Type A debonding, the Cox formulation [36] is used. While for the other types of loading, simple 
stress redistribution rules have been developed. Expressions for the stress distribution for an inclusion 
with debonded interface scheme are presented in table 1, detailed derivations and FE validation of the 
proposed “EqBI” can be found in [32].  
Sometimes coupons manufactured from an injection molded plate or a part have a variable fiber 
orientation distribution through the thickness due to the “skin-core” effect [37]. An example of the skin 
core variation of the FOD has been presented in section 3.2.3 and Figure 4a. Such coupons are modelled 
by treating each layer separately and assuming that the layers are subject to the same strain (iso-strain 
assumption). The number of layers which must be considered for the MSNC approach are dependent of 
the number of layers considered during manufacturing simulation or experimental characterization. 
During manufacturing simulation, typically a sensitivity analysis is performed to ascertain the number 
of layers. The effective response of the coupon is then calculated by the thickness weighted average of 
the stiffness of each layer. 
Table 1 A summary of the expressions of the stresses in inclusions with debonded interface, 𝝈𝒊𝒏𝒄𝒍
′ .The stiffness of the EqBI is calculated as a function of the 
reduced stress in the inclusion with the debonded interface 
Stiffness 
component 
Type A  Type B 
Czz 
σincl
′ = Ef. ε1 − (Ef. ε1 − 2. τi. s. m).
cosh(
nz
r
)
cosh (n.s(1−m))
  
where, τi = −μ(σres − ν1. Em. ε1) and n
2 =
2.Gm
Ef.ln
R
r
 
Average stress is calculated by integration over length of inclusion, z; 
 
𝐸𝑓 , 𝜈1   are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the inclusion, 𝜀1 is the remote applied 
strain and 𝜏𝑖 is the shear stress in the interface. σres is the residual stress in the interface, m is the 
fraction of the inclusion which has debonded interface and z is the coordinate of the inclusion 
in the axial direction with the centroid as origin 
 
𝐺𝑚 is the shear modulus of the matrix and the term R/r is the ratio of the radius of the VE and 
fiber  
No change in average stress 
Cyy σincl
′ =  σf if interface is perfect 
σincl
′ =  0 if interface is debonded 
Average stress is calculated by volume weighted averaging 
𝜎𝑓 is the average stress in the inclusion that would be present if there was perfect interface in the inclusion 
Cxx Same as Cyy 
Cxy, Cxz, Cyz 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙
′ =  𝜎𝑓 if interface is perfect 
𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙
′ =  −𝜇𝜎𝑟𝑟  if interface is debonded and σrr is negative 
σincl
′ = 0  if interface is debonded and σrr  is positive 
Average stress is calculated by surface area weighted averaging of 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙
′  
𝜎𝑟𝑟 is the stress component in the outward normal direction of the inclusion if there was perfect interface in the inclusion 
2.3 Variations of the MSNC algorithm 
The first possibility of implementing the MSNC approach is to perform micromechanical modelling by 
accounting for both matrix non-linearity and fiber matrix debonding and calculate the damage parameter 
based on loss of stiffness due to both these events. In this approach, the damage parameter is a function 
of both damage in the interface as well as matrix. This MSNC approach can then be implemented based 
on this damage parameter. By this method the stress to failure can be estimated for at least three different 
numbers of cycles to failure and then fit the predicted results to a suitable equation to generate the SN 
curve. This implementation of the MSNC approach needs as input one SN curve, the stress strain curve 
of pure matrix including the value of yield stress. 
A second possibility is to perform the micromechanical modelling by accounting for only fiber matrix 
debonding, calculating the damage parameter and subsequently implementing the MSNC algorithm 
based on this damage parameter. In this approach, the damage parameter is a function of only damage 
in the interface. The MSNC algorithm is then implemented for only one point (preferably high cycle 
fatigue where the applied load is low and the damage in the matrix is also low) and then the SN curve 
is generated assuming that the slope of the SN curve is independent of the FOD. This MSNC formulation 
is named “same-slope MSNC” or in short, “ss-MSNC”. The input for this formulation is one SN curve 
and the yield stress value of the pure matrix. For this approach it is no longer necessary to have the 
stress-strain curve of the pure matrix. This is an important advantage since the stress-strain curve of the 
pure matrix can be hard to get, particularly if the pre-compounded glass pellets are used during the 
injection molding process. Typically, the glass fiber is pre-compounded in the matrix and supplied by 
the material supplier as pellets. In such cases it can be difficult to get the stress strain curve of the pure 
matrix. A schematic representation of the two variations of the MSNC approach has been shown in 
Figure 2. 
 Figure 2 A schematic representation of the MSNC and ss-MSNC approach. In the MSNC approach, 
different points of the SN curve are estimated by equating the damage parameter (green oval marker), 
while in the ss-MSNC approach only one point is estimated by equating the damage parameter (solid 
rectangular blue marker) and other points (hollow rectangular blue markers) are extracted assuming 
same slope (dotted blue line) as the reference SN curve 
It is clear that the same-slope MSNC approach needs less input and is also computationally less 
expensive. In this approach, the only matrix related input is the yield stress of the matrix, the stress strain 
curve of the matrix is no longer needed. 
However, two additional assumptions are introduced in this variation of the MSNC approach. First it is 
assumed that at low stresses, damage in the matrix is minimal. It is known that the extent of damage due 
to matrix non-linearity is rather limited when low stresses are applied and it progressively increases. 
Whereas fiber matrix debonding starts occurring at low stresses and is the primary source of damage at 
small applied load. This was recently reported by in-situ experiments [20] and also demonstrated 
numerically [32]. 
The second assumption is that the slope of the SN curves is independent of the FOD. This assumption 
must be validated before proceeding with this same-slope MSNC variation of the algorithm. 
2.4 Same slope assumption 
There is some confusion in literature with regards to the variability of the slope of the SN curves for 
SFRCs with different FOD.  Guster et al.[13]  claim that there is a strong dependency of the slope of the 
SN curve on the FOD, while Launay et al.[38] remark that the slopes are independent of the FOD. 
The different slope in the SN curves, reported for certain experimental series, could be due to the scatter 
in the number of cycles to failure, indicating that the number of tests is not sufficient for a good statistics. 
For an applied load, there is a scatter in the observed number of cycles to failure. Assuming normal 
distribution of the cycles to failure for a given load, the statistical significance of the difference in slopes 
of two SN curves can be assessed using Student’s t-tests [39]. In this paper the published fatigue data is 
collected for nine sets of fatigue data which is used to validate the same slope assumption. 
In each of the nine papers considered here (see section 4.1), there were two or more SN curves reported 
for SFRC coupons with different FOD, but with the same fibrous composition. When there are more 
than two SN curves which need to be compared, then the set of SN curves are compared by taking two 
curves at a time and repeating the calculations for every combination. If there are “w” number of SN 
curves for a certain material, the statistical comparison has to be repeated w(w-1)/2 number of times. All 
comparisons of the slopes are performed at 95% significance level. 
3. Numerical implementation and details of selected data 
3.1 Numerical implementation 
In this sub-section the details of the numerical implementation are provided. 
3.1.1 MSNC implementation 
For implementing the MSNC approach, first a realization of the RVE is created from the 2nd order 
orientation tensor by the methods proposed by Onat and Leckie [40]. For all the calculations presented 
in this paper the size of the RVE is 2000 inclusions. The MT formulation has been used for 
homogenization. A modified Coulomb criterion is used to determine the onset of fiber matrix debonding. 
Onset of debonding is checked at 100 points along the three cross orthogonal cross section of the 
ellipsoid. Debonded fibers are treated by replacing them with an equivalent bonded inclusion (EqBI). 
The strain increment for all the calculations is taken to be 0.01%. 
The MSNC approach is validated for three sets of experimental data, published by Jain et al. [15],  De 
Monte et al. [6] and Klimkeit et al. [8]. In each of the three sets of data one SN curve at a time is taken 
as the reference SN curve and the other SN curves are predicted and compared with the experimental 
results. The validation is repeated for every SN curve reported. Skin-core effect of coupons reported by 
Klimkeit et al. [8] is modelled by treating each layer separately and then assuming iso-strain conditions 
across different layers. 
Two sets of calculations are performed: in the first set, the validation of the proposed MSNC approach 
is performed at three different numbers of cycles to failures: 104, 105 and 106 cycles. Both fiber matrix 
debonding and matrix non-linearity are considered.  
In the second set of calculations, the ss-MSNC approach is validated. For this study, only fiber matrix 
debonding is considered and the different points are generated using the same slope assumption. In this 
case the MSNC approach is implemented for 106 cycles. 
3.1.2 Error analysis 
The predictions of the MSNC approach are compared with the experimental values and the error is 
calculated for each of the predicted points. The error (ef) is defined as follows: 
𝑒𝑓 = 1 −
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝑀𝑆𝑁𝐶
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
        (4) 
For the error analysis, the simulations performed in this paper are grouped according to two different 
criteria. First basis of classification is the FOD of the input SN curve, while the second basis is the input 
number of cycles to failure. 
Based on the FOD of the input SN curve, the predictions of the MSNC approach for the three sets of 
data are grouped in three groups. The first group comprises the cases where the input SN curve has 
primary orientation of fibers in the load direction; the second group consists of predictions based on 
input SN curve with orientations close to 45 degree while the third group was the predictions based on 
90- degree coupons.  
Next the effect of the chosen number of cycles to failure was examined. Based on the chosen number of 
cycles to failure, the predicted points were grouped in three categories viz. 106 cycles, 105 cycles and 
104 cycles. 
Two statistical quantities are calculated for each group: The standard deviation and the mean of the 
error. Using the two above values, it is determined whether the magnitude and the variance of the error 
depend on the FOD of the input SN curve coupon and on the number of cycles that is taken as input. 
3.2 Collected data 
In this section the three sets of data used for the validation of the MSNC approach are recalled. Each of 
the three papers provide enough details for the RVE reconstruction and also the properties of the fiber 
and the matrix. However the stress-strain curve of the matrix which is needed as input for the MSNC 
method was not available. The stress-strain curve of the matrix has been chosen on the basis of having 
the Young’s modulus (and density where applicable) given for the polymer in question in the database 
of CAMPUS plastics [41].  The stress-strain curve of two different grades of the same polymer but 
having the same elastic modulus is not expected to vary too much.  
Each of the three sets of data used in this paper represent the FOD in terms of the second order orientation 
tensor. A brief introduction to the orientation tensor is provided below. This concept of orientation tensor 
was developed by Advani and Tucker [42].  
The second order orientation tensor, typically represented as 𝑎𝑖𝑗. Mathematically,  
𝑎𝑖𝑗 =  ∑ 𝑝𝑖
𝑀
𝑖=1 𝑝𝑗            (5) 
Where, M is the total number of fibers and p is the orientation vector of individual fiber which is defined 
as follows: 
𝑝1 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙  
𝑝2 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜙                                  (6) 
𝑝3 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃   
𝜃 and 𝜙 are the Eulerian angles. 
At this stage it is important to note that the models described in this paper are not limited only to second 
order orientation tensor description of the FOD. The starting point of this model is a realization of the 
RVE, which can also be created if the FOD is described in the form of an orientation distribution function 
[43] or any other means. 
3.2.1 Jain et al.  
Jain et al. [15] performed fatigue tests on coupons which were milled in 0, 45 and 90 degree directions 
out of a plate having dimensions 170×170×2 mm. For the rest of the paper, the coupons are referred to 
as 0, 45 and 90 degree coupons respectively. The applied load ratio was 0.1. 
They used 50% weight fraction glass fiber (GF) reinforced Polybutylene terephthalate (PBT). The 
Young’s modulus for the glass fiber and the matrix was given to be 72 and 2.6 GPa respectively while 
the Poisson’s ratio is 0.22 and 0.37, and the yield strength of the matrix is taken to be 55 MPa. The 
average aspect ratio of the fiber is 26. The stress-strain curve for the matrix is taken to be the same as 
BASF Ultradur® B 4500 (Figure 3), this PBT matrix is from the same material supplier and has the 
same modulus as reported by the Jain et al. 
 
Figure 3 Stress strain curve of BASF Ultradur® B 4500 [41] 
 
The orientation distribution was represented using the second order orientation tensor which was found 
to be more or less uniform in the thickness of the plate.  The orientation tensor of the 0-degree coupon 
was calculated (by using manufacturing simulation software SIGMASOFT[44]) to be 
  𝑎𝑖𝑗 = [
0.81 0.018 0.137
0.018 0.11 0.004
0.137 0.004 0.079
] 
The orientation tensor of the 45 and 90-degree coupons were calculated by rotating of the 0° orientation 
tensor. 
3.2.2 De Monte et al. 
De Monte et al. [6,45] performed fatigue tests on coupons which were milled in 0, 30 and 90 degree 
directions out of a plate. For the rest of the paper, the coupons are referred to as DM-0, DM-45 and DM-
90 degree coupons respectively.They used 30% weight fraction GF reinforced poly-amide (PA) 6, 6. 
The average aspect ratio of the fiber was 26. The strength of the matrix is taken to be 83 MPa [41]. The 
Young’s modulus for the glass fiber and the matrix was given to be 72 and 3.1 GPa respectively while 
the Poisson’s ratio was 0.22 and 0.4. 
The orientation distribution was represented using the second order orientation tensor which is was 
found to be more or less uniform in the thickness of the plate and equal to 0.79 (Figure 4). The value of 
the a11 has been provided in the paper, while the other components of the orientation tensor are missing. 
Since the thickness of the plate is small (1 mm), it was assumed that the FOD is 2-dimensional. 
Therefore, a22 was taken to be equal to 1- a11 and the value of a33 is set to zero. 
a
b 
Figure 4 Input details for data by De Monte et al. (a) Variation of the second order orientation tensor 
component a11 (b) Stress strain curve of matrix Zytel
® E42A NC010 
 
Unlike the two other sets of validations considered in this paper which had an applied load ratio of 0.1, 
fatigue tests by De Monte et al. were performed at an applied load ratio of 0. The stress strain curve of 
the matrix which is needed for the analysis presented in this paper was not provided in the paper. The 
properties of the matrix are taken to be the same as polyamide - Zytel® E42A NC010 (Figure 4b); this 
polyamide matrix has exactly the same modulus and density as reported in the paper by De Monte et al. 
3.2.3 Klimkeit et al. 
Klimkeit et al. [8] performed fatigue tests on coupons which were milled from flat plates in 0, 45 and 
90 degree directions with respect to the flow of the matrix and tube shaped coupons. In the rest of the 
paper, the coupons are named KK-0, KK-45 and KK-90 for the 3 coupons milled at 0, 45 and 90 with 
respect to the flow direction of the matrix. The tubular coupon is named KK-tube. 
They used 30% weight fraction GF reinforced PBT. The average aspect ratio of the fibers is given to be 
23. The Young’s modulus for the glass fiber and the matrix is given to be 72 and 4 GPa respectively 
while the Poisson’s ratio is 0.22 and 0.35. The yield strength of the matrix is 58 MPa. 
In addition to the stress-strain and SN curves of SFRC coupons, the details of the orientation tensor a11, 
a22, and a33 were also provided. The FOD was calculated using manufacturing simulation software 
MoldFlow [46].  The orientation distribution was seen to follow a “skin core” variation across the 
thickness in the plates (Figure 5a), while there was less variation in the value of the orientations for the 
tubes (Figure 5b). The authors of the paper used 21 layers through the thickness during the 
manufacturing simulation. 
For the analysis in this paper, the properties of the matrix are taken to be that of PBT material Arnite® 
T06 200 (Figure 5c). This PBT matrix has the same modulus as reported in the paper. 
a b
c 
Figure 5 Input details for data by Klimkeit et al. (a)Variation of the orientation tensor in the thickness 
of the plate  and (b) tube[8], (c) Stress-strain curve of PBT matrix Arnite® T06 200. 
 
The details of the three papers are summarized in Table 2. 
Table 2 Description of three collected fatigue data used for the validation of the MSNC method  
 
 
Source of 
data 
Material Method of varying 
the orientation 
Description of Orientation 
distribution of inclusions 
Average 
aspect 
ratio  
Elastic 
Properties of 
the fiber 
[E1 ( GPa), 
Poisson’s 
ratio] 
Elastic 
Properties of 
the matrix 
[E1( GPa),  
Poisson’s 
ratio] 
R-
ratio 
1 Jain et al. 50% wt. 
glass fiber 
(GF)  
reinforced 
PBT  
Coupons are 
milled in different 
directions from a 
plate 
Uniform distribution in thickness 
having 3D distribution with principal 
alignment in flow direction of matrix, 
a11= 0.81, a22= 0.11 and a33= 0.08 
20 72, 0.22 4.1, 0.37 0.1 
2 De 
Monte et 
al.  
 
30% wt. 
GF 
reinforced 
PA 6,6 
Coupons are 
milled in different 
directions from a 
plate 
Uniform distribution in thickness 
having 2D distribution with principal 
alignment in flow direction of matrix, 
a11= 0.79, a22= 0.20 
26 72, 0.22 3.1, 0.4 0 
3 Klimkeit 
et al.  
30% wt. 
GF 
reinforced 
PET-PBT 
Coupons are 
milled in different 
directions from a 
plate and a tube 
Variation of orientation in thickness 
direction in both coupons milled from 
plate and tube shaped.  
Skin to core variation in the former, 
better alignment in the latter. 
23 72, 0.22 4, 0.35 0.1 
 The orientation distribution of the test coupons was different from the previous two cases (Jain et al. and 
De Monte et al.) in two significant ways. First, the orientation of fibers in KK-0, KK-45 and KK-90 are 
not predominantly in the same direction. The FOD in coupons used by Jain et al. and De Monte et al. 
were found to have relatively high degree of alignment in the matrix flow direction. However, there is 
a definite variation of the orientation in the thickness of the coupon leading to a “skin-core” variation in 
the coupons tested by Klimkeit et al. Also unlike the previous two cases, the orientations are different 
through the thickness of the coupon. 
Secondly, the FOD of the tube and the coupons are distinct from each other. Unlike the previous two 
sets of validations, the FOD of the tube cannot be described by rotation of the FOD of the coupon. 
Validation of the MSNC and ss-MSNC will confirm the wide applicability of MSNC approach for a 
wide range of orientations for the input SN curve. 
For each of the three sets of data only the SN curves are reproduced here in the results section; the data 
points are not shown since the goal of the MSNC is to predict the SN curve. Also, both De Monte et al. 
and Klimkeit et al. reported the mean stress, the MSNC method is used to calculate the peak stress. In 
this paper, the peak stress values have been calculated using the value of the applied load ratio that has 
been reported in the respective papers. For each result the 90% confidence intervals has also been plotted 
for reference and is shown by dotted lines. 
4. Results and discussion 
4.1 Variance in the slope of SN curves 
The Student’s t-test comparison of the slopes of the nine sets of published data is presented in Table 3. 
It was seen that the difference in slope for most of the published data is small and the Student’s t-test 
for variance confirms that the difference in the slope is not significant for all but one of the fatigue data 
available. The difference in the slopes was found to be significant for only one fatigue data set (published 
by Bernasconi et al. [9]); it was found that while the 30, 60 and 90 degree coupon had similar slopes, 
the slope of the 0-degree coupon was found to be statistically different to the other curves. It is thus 
concluded that it is reasonable to assume that the slopes of the SN curves are independent of the FOD 
though there might be some exceptions. 
Table 3 Summary of published data and t-test result for comparison of slopes of SN curves. PBT = 
Polybutylene terephthalate, PA = Polyamide, GF = glass fiber; the number after GF indicates fiber 
weight fraction. 
Sl. 
No. 
Material Source of data k-ratio range T-test result 
Difference in slope is  
1 PBT-GF50 Jain et al. [15] 11.9-14.6 Not significant 
2 PA66-GF35 De Monte et al. [6]  15.4-17.2 Not significant 
3 PA6-GF30 Bernasconi et al.[9]  17.5-22.2 Significant 
4 PA6-GF30 Horst et al. [5]  12.4-12.4 Not significant 
5 PA6-GF33 Wyzgoski et al. [47]  13.9-14.0 Not Significant 
6 PBT-GF30 Wyzgoski et al.[47] 17.5-20.3 Not Significant 
7 PBT-GF30 Klimkeit at al. [8]  17.8-20.8 Not Significant 
8 PA66-GF30 Arif et al. [10]  17.0-25.0 Not Significant 
9 PA66- GF33 Zhou and Mallick [48] 15.1-18.5 Not Significant 
 
4.2 MSNC approach 
4.2.1 Jain et al. 
The simulated results of the MSNC approach are shown in Figure 6. It was observed that the predicted 
SN curves correlate well to the experimental SN curves for the three simulations. In each of the three 
cases the predicted SN points in the curve are within the 90% confidence interval.  
 a 
b c 
Figure 6 Predictions of the MSNC approach with one of the curves as the reference SN curve and the 
other two are simulated. Hollow rectangular markers indicate the predicted data points by ss-MSNC 
scheme and circular markers are representative of the MSNC scheme. Data of Jain et al [15]. 
Reference SN curves: (a) 0-degree coupon (b) 45-degree coupon (c) 90-degree coupon 
4.2.2 De Monte et al. 
The results of the MSNC simulation for DM-0, DM-45 and DM-90 are shown in Figure 7. In general, 
good predictions of the fatigue points are seen. Though at low cycles, it is seen that predicted points 
sometimes lie outside the 90% confidence interval. 
 a 
  b 
c 
Figure 7 Predictions of the MSNC approach with one of the curves as the reference SN curve and the 
other two are simulated. Hollow rectangular markers indicate the predicted data points by ss-MSNC 
scheme and circular markers are representative of the MSNC scheme. Data of De Monte et al. [6,45] 
Reference SN curve: (a) DM-0  (b) DM-30 (c) DM-90  
4.2.3 Klimkeit et al. 
The results of the simulation for KK-tube, KK-0, KK-45 and KK-90 are presented in Figure 8. It is seen 
that the predictions of the MSNC are mostly within the 90% confidence interval but a couple of 
predictions at low cycles are outside the 90% interval.  
a 
   b 
 c   
 d 
Figure 8 Predictions of the MSNC approach with one of the curves as the reference SN curve and the 
other two are simulated. Hollow rectangular markers indicate the predicted data points by ss-MSNC 
scheme and circular markers are representative of the MSNC scheme. Data of Klimkeit et al. [8].  
Reference SN curve: (a) KK-tube, (b) KK-0, (c) KK-45, (d) KK-90 
 
4.3 Accuracy of the MSNC 
In this section the three sets of simulations (Jain et al., De Monte et al. and Klimkeit et al.) are grouped 
according to FOD and the number of cycles as input.  
It is seen that the value of both the standard deviation and the mean of the absolute values of the error 
are similar for the three groups viz. 0, 45 and 90 degree SN curves as input (see Table 4). It was thus 
confirmed that neither the magnitude nor the variance of the errors of the MSNC approach depend on 
the FOD of the input SN curve. 
When the errors of the MSNC approach are considered according to the number of cycles to failure, it 
is seen that the error progressively increases as the number of cycles to failure decreases. Increasing 
error in the low cycles (high loads) could be due to two reasons: the cumulative error during the 
micromechanics modelling increases as the applied load increases and second, it is possible that the 
assumptions made during the MSNC formulation are not valid in the low cycle fatigue region. This 
second possibility was confirmed by a statistical study of loss of stiffness curves presented in [29]. 
Table 4 Standard deviation and the mean of the error of MSNC approach for the three sets of 
simulations (corresponding to Jain et al., De Monte et al. and Klimkeit et al.)  
  Group No. of 
samples 
Mean ± Std. dev. Mean of abs 
(error) 
Grouping according 
to FOD 
0-degree 30 -0.02 ± 0.062 0.056 
45-degree 21 0.013 ± 0.066 0.048 
90-degree 21 -0.0035 ±0.045  0.035 
Grouping according 
to number of cycles as 
input 
104 cycles 24 -0.015±0.085 0.069 
105 cycles 24 -0.001±0.044 0.037 
106 cycles 24 -0.003±0.043 0.036 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally the predictions of the ss-MSNC are compared and presented in Table 5. 
Table 5 Comparison of the error in the SN curve points prediction by applying the MSNC at every 
point and applying the MSNC only at 106cycles and assuming same slope 
 
 
   Group 
 
No. of 
samples 
 
MSNC 
MSNC at 106 cycles and 
same slope assumption 
Mean ± Stdev. Mean of 
abs(error) 
Mean ± 
Stdev. 
Mean of 
abs(error) 
104 cycles 24 0.016±0.085 0.069 0.005±0.072 0.062 
105 cycles 24 0.005±0.046 0.037 0.003±0.057 0.049 
106 cycles 24 0.003±0.043 0.036 0.003±0.043 0.037 
 
It is observed that applying the MSNC at only one point and then assuming the same slope reduces to 
some extent the error in the low cycle region (both the variance and mean of the absolute value of error). 
However the error in the group consisting of 105 cycles was seen to increase marginally. Overall there 
seems to be no significant change in accuracy. It can thus be concluded that there are no disadvantages 
in terms of accuracy of applying the MSNC at only one point and then assuming the same slope. 
However some computational advantage can be achieved. Additionally the input required for applying 
the MSNC approach to only one point and assuming the same slope is less, the stress-strain curve of the 
pure matrix is no longer needed as input. 
5. Conclusions 
The MSNC approach has been validated using three sets of published data. It is seen that the MSNC 
approach can be used to get reasonable predictions of the SN curve, particularly in the high cycle region. 
An alternative approach to MSNC named same-slope MSNC has been proposed. It is seen that this 
approximate approach needs less input and is computationally cheaper. It was also confirmed that it is 
reasonable to assume that the slope of SN curves of SFRC is independent of the FOD. If the same slope 
assumption of SN curves is adopted, the only matrix related input is the yield stress of the matrix. 
The FOD of the reference SN curve has no effect on the accuracy of the MSNC approach. Also, the 
MSNC method is applicable even if the coupons do not have the same FOD through the thickness and 
have a “skin-core variation” of FOD. 
The accuracy of the MSNC has some dependency on the number of cycles taken as input. At lower 
number of cycles to failure, the error of the MSNC was seen to increase.  
The fact that limited test data is required could be a breakthrough in view of further industrial 
deployment of composite solutions in industry; since collection of fatigue data is often seen as a major 
bottleneck for industrial deployment. The ss-MSNC method has been implemented in the industrial 
software LMS Virtual.Lab Durability [49] part of Siemens PLM software [50]. 
The proposed MSNC approach (both variants) can be used to predict only the SN curves for uniaxial 
tension-tension loading and with R-ratio close to 0, future work must be devoted to extending the MSNC 
to accommodate different applied load ratios as well as multi-axial loading. 
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